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Illustrative lambda expressions
Lambda abstraction, i.e., 

abstract over lambda 
expressions

Lambda abstraction, i.e., 
variables abstract over 

lambda expressions

Function applicationFunction application by 
juxtaposition

Variable reference

N.B.: The 𝝀-calculus is 
essentially a very simple 
 functional programming 

language.

2 11 The lambda calculus

second occurrence of x is in the body of the function, i.e., var(x), thereby referring
to the argument. Thus, x is ‘bound’ and x is ‘returned’—which is why this is the
identity function.

// Function composition
lambda( f , lambda(g, lambda(x,apply(var( f ),apply(var(g),var(x))))))

The expression binds three arguments, f , g, and x, by means of a nested lambda
abstraction. In the final body, g is applied to x and f is applied on top—which is
why this is function composition.

Thus, the constructs of the lambda calculus are these: variables, lambda abstrac-
tions, and function applications. In the literature, it is common to use a concrete
syntax for lambda expressions—also in defining semantics and type system. Thus:

Abstract syntax Concrete syntax
var(x) x
apply(e1,e2) e1 e2
lambda(x,e) lx. e

This notation goes with the convention that application associates to the left, i.e.,
e1 e2 e3 = (e1 e2) e3. We may also abbreviate nested lambda abstractions, subject to
the convention that lx1 x2. e = lx1. (lx2. e).

In such concrete syntax, we represent the earlier examples as follows:

// Identity function
lx. x
// Function composition
l f g x. f (g x)

Lambda abstractions are viewed as ‘values’ (normal forms) in the sense of re-
duction, as we will see below. We use meta-variables as follows:

Type Meta-
variable Purpose

expr e expressions
varid x variable identifiers
value v values (lambda abstractions)

To better convey that the lambda calculus is indeed the core of functional pro-
gramming, let us capture the examples discussed above, i.e., identity function and
function composition, in Haskell.

Interactive Haskell session:

I let id = l x ! x
I let (.) = l f g x ! f (g x)
I id 42
42
I (not . not) True
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• The core of functional programming 

• A Turing-complete notion of computability 

• A great example of a calculus in language design 

• A popular starting point in programming language theory

What’s the 𝝀-calculus?

11.1 The untyped lambda calculus 3

I let id = ⁄ x æ x
I let (.) = ⁄ f g x æ f (g x)
I id 42
42
I (not . not) True
True

The concrete syntax of Haskell is obviously slightly di�erent from the pro-
posed notation, but all constructs—lambda abstraction, variable reference,
and function application—show up in the session’s code. Clearly, we also
leveraged additional language constructs: let and primitive values.

11.1.2 Call-by-value semantics

We give the small-step operational semantics of the untyped lambda calculus—
in fact, one specific option such that function arguments are normalized before
the function is applied. This option is also referred to as call-by-value as op-
posed to call-by-need which would essentially imply that function arguments
are evaluated only once they are actually needed by the function.

Specification 11.1 (Small-step operational semantics of untyped lambda
calculus).

Reduction of lambda expressions

e1 #‰ e

Õ
1

e1 e2 #‰ e

Õ
1 e2

[app1]

e2 #‰ e

Õ
2

v1 e2 #‰ v1 e

Õ
2

[app2]

(⁄x. e) v #‰ [v/x]e [beta]

Values
⁄x. e œ value [v≠lambda]

n

Rule [app1] makes a step on the function position of an application. Rule
[app2] assumes a value for the function position and makes a step on the
argument position of an application. Rule [beta] performs what is called beta

N.B.: Haskell is based on the 
𝝀-calculus, quite obviously.
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Call-by-value  
small-step operational semantics of 𝝀-calculus 11.1 The untyped lambda calculus 3

Reduction of lambda expressions
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n

Rule [app1] makes a step on the function position of an application. Rule
[app2] assumes a value for the function position and makes a step on the
argument position of an application. Rule [beta] performs what is called beta
reduction—a function application with a lambda abstraction ⁄x. e on the
function position and a value v on the argument position is reduced to e with
x substituted by v. Rule [value] describes the value form, i.e., the intended
normal form.

11.1.3 Substitution

As simple as this semantics may seem, there is some hidden complexity in
how exactly beta reduction works. That is, we need to fully understand sub-
stitution, as it is part of beta reduction. Substitution is not specific to the
lambda calculus. Substitution may also be needed for binding constructs of
other languages.

Before we define substitution, we need to discuss the auxiliary notion of
free variables.

Specification 11.2 (Free variables of a lambda expression). The following
recursive function maps a lambda expression to the set of free variables:

FREE(x) = {x}
FREE(e1 e2) = FREE(e1)fiFREE(e2)
FREE(⁄x. e) = FREE(e)\{x}

n

Substitution

Extra judgment for 
defining value form(s)
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Substitution  
as needed for beta-reduction4 11 The lambda calculus

Specification 11.2 (Free variables of a lambda expression). The following
recursive function maps a lambda expression to the set of free variables:

FREE(x) = {x}
FREE(e1 e2) = FREE(e1)fiFREE(e2)
FREE(⁄x. e) = FREE(e)\{x}

n

Thus, all variables occurring in an expression are free unless they are bound
in a lambda expression in which case the variable is bound in the scope of
the lambda expression. An expression without free variables is called a closed
expression; otherwise, it is called an open expression. When normalizing a
lambda expression, we usually assume that we start from a closed expression.
Substitution commences as follows.

Specification 11.3 (Substitution for the lambda calculus). Given expres-
sions e, e

Õ, and a variable x, substitution of x by e within e

Õ is denoted as
[e/x]eÕ and defined by case discrimination over e

Õ as follows:

[e/x]x = e

[e/x]y = y, if x ”= y

[e/x]e1 e2 = ([e/x]e1) ([e/x]e2)
[e/x]⁄x. e

Õ = ⁄x. e

Õ

[e/x]⁄y. e

Õ = ⁄y. [e/x]eÕ
, if x ”= y and y /œ FREE(e)

n

The first two cases are base cases; substitution is applied to a variable
which is either the variable x to be replaced or a di�erent variable y. The
case for function applications simply pushes substitution into subexpressions.
The first case for lambda abstractions cancels substitution as the variable x

in question is re-bound. That is, the substitution does not continue into the
body of the lambda abstraction. The second case for lambda abstractions,
i.e., the last case, pushes substitution into the body of the lambda abstraction
with a bound variable y di�erent from the variable x to be replaced.

Importantly, the last case carries an extra condition which states that y

must not be free in the expression e that is meant to replace x. Without this
condition, we would allow the free variable y in e to be ‘captured’ by the
binding of y. In order to make substitution a total operation, we assume that
we apply what is called alpha conversion, whenever the extra condition is not
met. That is, the locally bound y is renamed to another variable so that the
last rule can be applied.

In fact, variable identifiers in the lambda calculus can be consistently re-
named without changing the semantics of lambda expressions. Expressions
that can be converted into each other by alpha conversion are called alpha-
equivalent. For instance, ⁄a. a and ⁄b. b, both denoting the identity function,
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Free variables in a lambda expression

Substitution of x by e within an expression
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Adding predefined values and operations

11.1 The untyped lambda calculus 5

are alpha-equivalent. Similar challenges regarding substitution and similar
notions of equivalence exist for various languages with binding constructs.

Exercise 11.1 (Alpha equivalence). [Basic level]
Implement alpha equivalence in a declarative program. That is, given two
expressions, return true, if they can be alpha-converted into each other; oth-
erwise return false. n

Exercise 11.2 (Substitution as a total operation). [Intermediate level]
Implement substitution as a total operation in a declarative program. In order
to achieve totality, you need to implement the last case of Specification 11.3
such that alpha conversion is applied, if necessary. A robust scheme is needed
to identify a ‘fresh’ variable identifier to be used for alpha conversion. n

11.1.4 Predefined values and operations

We extend the untyped lambda calculus to incorporate the expression lan-
guage BTL which essentially provides predefined values and operations for
natural numbers and Boolean values. The result is also referred to as an
applied lambda calculus. This extension is supposed to provide us with a
practically more useful calculus. We summarize abstract and concrete syntax
for the resulting calculus.

Abstract syntax Concrete syntax
var(x) x

lambda(x,e) ⁄x. e

apply(e1,e2) e1 e2
true true

false false

zero zero

succ(e) succ e

pred(e) pred e

iszero(e) iszero e

if(e1,e2,e3) if e1 then e2 else e3

The small-step operational semantics of the resulting applied lambda cal-
culus is also just the trivial composition (‘concatenation’) of the semantics of
the contributing languages. Arguably, this style of composing lambda calcu-
lus and BTL leads to some redundancy because the rules for the constructs
succ, pred, iszero, and if involves some elements of function application which
should be taken care of by rules for the lambda calculus.

N.B.: Thus, BTL — Basic TAPL Language — (referring again 
to Pierce’s textbook ‘Types and programming languages’) is 

added to the 𝝀-calculus.
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If we only had recursive functions …

6 11 The lambda calculus

Exercise 11.3 (Predefined values and operations). [Intermediate level]
Revise syntax and semantics of ULL such that succ, pred, iszero, and if become
predefined constants that can be viewed as ‘values’ (normal forms). Thus,
additional rules for function application would be needed to implement the
constants. n

11.1.5 Fixed-point computation

We seem to have arrived at simple functional programming language. If we
only had expressiveness for recursive functions, then we could define, for
example, the factorial function on top of addition and multiplication:

add = ⁄n. ⁄m. if iszero n then m else succ (add (pred n) m)
mul = ⁄n. ⁄m. if iszero n then zero else add m (mul (pred n) m)
factorial = ⁄n. if iszero n then succ zero else mul n (factorial (pred n))

However, recursive definitions like this are not expressible in the lambda
calculus developed thus far; there is no recursive binding construct. As a
remedy, let us add expressiveness for recursion or fixed-point computation.
That is, we assume the existence of a fixed-point combinator; it is easily
characterized by the following fixed-point property:

fix f = f(fix f)

That is, the fixed point of a function f equals the application of the func-
tion to the fixed point of the function. We can reformulate the earlier recursive
function definitions to make use of fix instead:

add = fix (⁄f. ⁄n. ⁄m. if iszero n then m else succ (f (pred n) m))
mul = fix (⁄f. ⁄n. ⁄m. if iszero n then zero else add m (f (pred n) m))
factorial = fix (⁄f. ⁄n. if iszero n then succ zero else mul n (f (pred n)))

Thus, we take a fixed point of lambda expressions with an extra argument
f which corresponds to the assumed fixed point. Let us extend the syntax
and semantics of the lambda calculus to include a suitable fix e expression
form. To this end, we essentially turn the earlier fixed-point property into a
reduction rule.

Specification 11.4 (Small-step operational semantics of fix).
Reduction of lambda expressions

e #‰ e

Õ

fix e #‰ fix e

Õ
[fix1]

N.B.: Lambda-abstractions allow us to abstract over 𝝀-expressions 
(i.e., functions), but there is no form of self-reference.
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Recursion by means of a fixed-point combinator

6 11 The lambda calculus
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fix ⁄x. e #‰ [fix ⁄x. e/x]e [fix2]

n

Rule [fix1] brings the argument of fix into normal form. Rule [fix2] assumes
that the argument of fix is a lambda abstraction and it returns the body of
the anonymous function after having substituted the function’s argument by
the original fixed-point expression.

11.1.6 Interpretation

Let us implement an interpreter for the untyped lambda calculus. To this
end, we introduce a language ULL—Untyped Lambda Language. ULL com-
bines the untyped lambda calculus with BTL’s expression forms and the fix
construct, as discussed above. For instance, the ‘recursive’ add function is
represented as follows.

Illustration 11.1 (Representation of a function for addition).
Haskell module Language.ULL.Sample

add = Fix (Lambda "f" (Lambda "n" (Lambda "m"
(If (IsZero (Var "n"))

(Var "m")
(Succ (Apply (Apply (Var "f") (Pred (Var "n"))) (Var "m")))))))

n

Illustration 11.2 (The representation type).
Haskell module Language.ULL.Syntax

data Expr
≠≠ The untyped lambda calculus
= Var String | Lambda String Expr | Apply Expr Expr
≠≠ BTL (Basic TAPL Language)
| TRUE | FALSE | Zero | Succ Expr | Pred Expr | IsZero Expr | If Expr Expr Expr
≠≠ Fixed≠point combinator
| Fix Expr

n

Interpretation for ULL is implemented by encoding the various small-step
operational semantics rules; the BTL-related rules are elided for brevity.

Illustration 11.3 (Small-step operational semantics of ULL).
Haskell module Language.ULL.SmallStep

N.B.: We parametrize in the recursive reference (i.e., f above) and 
we tie the recursive knot with the fix-construct.
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Turing completeness
10 11 The lambda calculus

Value/Operation Encoding
true ⁄t. ⁄f. t

false ⁄t. ⁄f. f

if ⁄b. ⁄v. ⁄w. b v w

0 ⁄s. ⁄z. z

1 ⁄s. ⁄z. s z

2 ⁄s. ⁄z. s (s z)
3 ⁄s. ⁄z. s (s (s z))
. . . . . .

succ ⁄n. ⁄s. ⁄z. s (n s z)

n

That is, Boolean values are essentially encoded as lambda expressions that
pick one out of two arguments, thereby immediately enabling a conditional
(i.e., an ‘if-then-else’). Natural numbers are encoded in a Peano style such
that any natural number takes two arguments z and s—the first one corre-
sponding to zero, the second one corresponding to the successor function; the
natural number n applies s n times to z.

The encoding of fixed-point computations relies on a lambda expression
that ‘behaves’ like the earlier fix construct. In fact, there are di�erent options
for fix and which of those actually work well depends on the exact choice of
the semantics. Here is a fixed-point combinator that can be used together
with the call-by-value semantics at hand:

fix = ⁄f.(⁄x.f (⁄v.((xx)v))) (⁄x.f (⁄v.((xx)v)))

Understanding this combinator properly or deriving it rationally requires
some deep insights that go beyond our level of treatise here, but it may help to
observe that the combinator involves some sort of infinite copying behavior,
thereby essentially implying that fix f is mapped to f (f · · ·).

11.2 The simply typed lambda calculus

11.2.1 Syntax

We slightly revise the consise notation of the lambda calculus to incorporate
types of variables in lambda abstractions.

• x — Variables (as before)
• ⁄x : T. e — Lambda abstractions; x is declared to be of type T

• e1 e2 — Applications (as before)
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N.B.: None of the extensions discussed thus far are ‘essential’.
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A realization of the 𝝀-calculus:  
ULL — Untyped Lambda Language

11.1 The untyped lambda calculus 7
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e�� Ω substitute e x e�
Just (Lambda y e��)

substitute e x (Fix e�) = substitute e x e� >>=Just . Fix
...
substitute _ _ _ = Nothing

free :: Expr æ [String]
free (Var x) = [x]
free (Apply e1 e2) = free e1 �union� free e2
free (Lambda x e) = [ y | y Ω free e, y /= x]
...

n

We need an operation steps for taking the reflexive and transitive closure
of the single-step operation steps. We omit the implementation here because
steps is defined just in the same way as for the much simper BTL. For ease
of using the interpreter, let us set up conversions from Haskell’s Int type to
ULL’s (BTL’s) natural numbers and vice versa.

Illustration 11.5 (Conversions between ULL expressions and Haskell’s Int).
Haskell module Language.ULL.Value

...
≠≠ Convert Haskell Int to expression such that isNat is True
fromInt :: Int æ Expr
fromInt i | i >= 0 = if i == 0 then Zero else Succ (fromInt (i≠1))

≠≠ Convert expression such that isNat is True to Haskell Int
toInt :: Expr æ Int
toInt Zero = 0
toInt (Succ e) = toInt e + 1

n

Here is how we can use the interpreter for lambda expressions.

Interactive Haskell session:
I let (Just r) = steps (Apply (Apply add (fromInt 20)) (fromInt 22))
I toInt r
42

That is, we apply the recursive function add to 20 and 22 (after converting
these Haskell Ints into ULL expressions); the result is 42 (after converting the
BLL expression into a Haskell Int—for convenience’s sake).

11.1.7 Turing completeness

As an afterthought to the development so far, let us point out that the lambda
calculus without predefined values and operations is expressive enough to en-
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e�� Ω substitute e x e�
Just (Lambda y e��)

substitute e x (Fix e�) = substitute e x e� >>=Just . Fix
...
substitute _ _ _ = Nothing

free :: Expr æ [String]
free (Var x) = [x]
free (Apply e1 e2) = free e1 �union� free e2
free (Lambda x e) = [ y | y Ω free e, y /= x]
...

n

We need an operation steps for taking the reflexive and transitive closure
of the single-step operation steps. We omit the implementation here because
steps is defined just in the same way as for the much simper BTL. For ease
of using the interpreter, let us set up conversions from Haskell’s Int type to
ULL’s (BTL’s) natural numbers and vice versa.

Illustration 11.5 (Conversions between ULL expressions and Haskell’s Int).
Haskell module Language.ULL.Value

...
≠≠ Convert Haskell Int to expression such that isNat is True
fromInt :: Int æ Expr
fromInt i | i >= 0 = if i == 0 then Zero else Succ (fromInt (i≠1))

≠≠ Convert expression such that isNat is True to Haskell Int
toInt :: Expr æ Int
toInt Zero = 0
toInt (Succ e) = toInt e + 1

n

Here is how we can use the interpreter for lambda expressions.

Interactive Haskell session:
I let (Just r) = steps (Apply (Apply add (fromInt 20)) (fromInt 22))
I toInt r
42

That is, we apply the recursive function add to 20 and 22 (after converting
these Haskell Ints into ULL expressions); the result is 42 (after converting the
BLL expression into a Haskell Int—for convenience’s sake).

11.1.7 Turing completeness

As an afterthought to the development so far, let us point out that the lambda
calculus without predefined values and operations is expressive enough to en-

N.B.: For 
convenience’s sake 
— regarding the use 
of natural numbers
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Type system of the simply typed 𝝀-calculus

N.B.: An extra type context maintains the types of variables as 
declared by the annotations of the 𝝀-abstractions.

Type annotation
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11.2 The simply typed lambda calculus

11.2.1 Syntax

We slightly revise the consise notation of the lambda calculus to incorporate types
of variables in lambda abstractions.

• x — Variables (as before)
• lx : T. e — Lambda abstractions; x is declared to be of type T
• e1 e2 — Applications (as before)

In fact, we assume that the BTL forms of expressions are added so that we con-
sider an applied calculus. There are types nattype and booltype as in BTL. We also
need syntax for function types:

T 1 ! T 2

That is, T 1 is the argument type and T 2 is the result type.

11.2.2 Semantics

The semantics of the simply typed lambda calculus is the same as the one for the un-
typed lambda calculus—except that the rule for beta reduction needs to be revised;
the type annotation is ignored:

(lx : T. e) v #‰ [v/x]e [beta]

11.2.3 Type system

As before, the labels for typing rules start with t�. . . (‘t’ for typing) to distinguish
them from the rules for operational semantics.

Specification 11.5 (Type system for the simply typed lambda calculus).

x : T 2 G

G ` x : T
[t�var]

G ` e1 : T1 ! T2 G ` e2 : T1

G ` e1 e2 : T2

[t�apply]
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G ,x : T1 ` e : T2

G ` lx : T1. e : T1 ! T2

[t�abstr]

n

In rule [t�var], we assume that the type context G provides the type of the vari-
able x. In rule [t�apply], we assume that the function position e1 in a function ap-
plication is of a function type and the argument position e2 is of the corresponding
argument type. In rule [t�abstr], when checking the type of the body e, we assume
that the context G is locally adapted (see ‘G ,x : T1’) to assume that the variable
x from the lambda abstraction is of type T1; the type of a lambda abstraction is, of
course, a function type. The typing rules for BTL’s expression forms can be trivially
adopted; they just need to pass on the typing context.

Exercise 11.4 (Typing rule for fix). [Basic level]
Devise the typing rule for the fixed-point construct. Informally, the type of e in fix e
must be a function type where the argument type equals the result type. n

11.2.4 Type checking

Let us implement a type checker for the lambda calculus. To this end, we introduce
a language TLL—Typed Lambda Language. TLL’s syntax is exactly the same as
ULL’s—except for lambda abstractions:
�� ULL: Untyped Lambda Language
data Expr = ... | Lambda String Expr | ...
�� TLL: Typed Lambda Language
data Expr = ... | Lambda String Type Expr | ...
data Type = BoolType | NatType | FunType Type Type

For instance, the ‘recursive’ add function is encoded as follows.

Illustration 11.7 (Encoding of addition).
Haskell module Language.TLL.Sample

add = Fix (Lambda "f" (FunType NatType (FunType NatType NatType))
(Lambda "n" NatType
(Lambda "m" NatType

(If (IsZero (Var "n"))
(Var "m")
(Succ (Apply (Apply (Var "f") (Pred (Var "n"))) (Var "m")))))))

n

The actual type checker is based on the systematic encoding of the typing rules
for the simply typed lambda calculus with predefined values and operations as well
as the fix construct; the BTL-related rules are elided again for brevity.
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A realization of the simply typed 𝝀-calculus:  
TLL — Typed Lambda Language
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≈,x : T1 „ t : T2

≈ „ ⁄x : T1. t : T1 æ T2
[t≠abstr]

n

In rule [t≠var ], we assume that the type context ≈ provides the type of
the variable x. In rule [t≠apply], we assume that the function position in
a function application is of a function type and the argument position is
of the corresponding argument type. In rule [t≠abstr ], we assume that the
context ≈ is locally adapted (see ‘≈,x : T1’) to assume that the variable x from
the lambda abstraction is of type T1. The typing rules for BTL’s expression
forms can be trivially adopted; they just need to pass on the typing context.

Exercise 11.4 (Typing rule for fix). [Basic level]
Devise the typing rule for the fixed-point construct. Informally, the type of
e in fix e must be a function type where the argument type equals the result
type. n

11.2.4 Type checking

Let us implement a type checker for the lambda calculus. To this end, we in-
troduce a language TLL—Typed Lambda Language. TLL’s syntax is exactly
the same as ULL’s—except for lambda abstractions:
≠≠ ULL: Untyped Lambda Language
data Expr = ... | Lambda String Expr | ...
≠≠ TLL: Typed Lambda Language
data Expr = ... | Lambda String Type Expr | ...
data Type = BoolType | NatType | FunType Type Type

For instance, the ‘recursive’ add function is encoded as follows.

Illustration 11.7 (Encoding of addition).
Haskell module Language.TLL.Sample

add = Fix (Lambda "f" (FunType NatType (FunType NatType NatType))
(Lambda "n" NatType
(Lambda "m" NatType

(If (IsZero (Var "n"))
(Var "m")
(Succ (Apply (Apply (Var "f") (Pred (Var "n"))) (Var "m")))))))

n

The actual type checker is based on the systematic encoding of the typing
rules for the simply typed lambda calculus with predefined values and oper-
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ations as well as the fix construct; the BTL-related rules are elided again for
brevity.

Illustration 11.8 (Type checking for TLL).
Haskell module Language.TLL.Typing

≠≠ Context for type checking
type Context = Map String Type

≠≠ Type checking expressions
typeOf :: Context æ Expr æ Maybe Type
typeOf ctx (Var x) = lookup x ctx
typeOf ctx (Apply e1 e2) = do

t1 Ω typeOf ctx e1
t2 Ω typeOf ctx e2
case (t1, t2) of

((FunType ta tr), ta�) | ta == ta� æ Just tr
_ æ Nothing

typeOf ctx (Lambda x t e) = do
let ctx� = insert x t ctx
t� Ω typeOf ctx� e
Just (FunType t t�)

typeOf ctx (Fix e) |
Just t@(FunType ta tr) Ω typeOf ctx e,
ta == tr =

Just ta
...
typeOf _ _ = Nothing

n

We are in the position to typecheck expressions.

Interactive Haskell session:

I typeOf empty add
Just (FunType NatType (FunType NatType NatType))

That is, add is a function that takes two arguments of the NatType and it
returns a result of the NatType.

11.2.5 Type erasure

In the simply typed lambda calculus, types do not play any role at runtime.
We only declare types as part of the lambda abstractions so that we can
check them. In principle, we could even leave out these declarations and
aim at inference such that we show instead whether types can be assigned
to the variables of lambda abstractions. We may even ‘erase’ the declared
types so that we map the syntax of the simply typed calculus to the untyped
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A trivial form of type erasure

N.B.: As a consequence, we can leverage directly the semantics 
of the untyped calculus. We could also aim at ‘inferring’ the 
types of the variables instead of relying on type annotations.
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lambda caclulus. The labels for the corresponding rules start with e≠. . . (‘e’
for erasure).

Specification 11.6 (Type erasure for the simply typed lambda calculus).

x x [e≠var]

e1  e

Õ
1 e2  e

Õ
2

e1 e2  e

Õ
1 e

Õ
2

[e≠apply]

e e

Õ

⁄x : T. e ⁄x. e

Õ
[e≠abstr]

n

Such erasure can also be implemented in a manner that we map from
ULL (Untyped Lambda Language) to TLL (Typed Lambda Language). In
this manner, the interpreter for ULL (Section 11.1.6) can also be used TLL.

Illustration 11.9 (Type erasure for TLL).
Haskell module Language.TLL.Erasure

import Language.TLL.Syntax as TLL
import Language.ULL.Syntax as ULL
erase :: TLL.Expr æ ULL.Expr
erase (TLL.Var x) = (ULL.Var x)
erase (TLL.Lambda x _ e) = (ULL.Lambda x (erase e))
erase (TLL.Apply e1 e2) = (ULL.Apply (erase e1) (erase e2))
erase (TLL.TRUE) = (ULL.TRUE)
...

n

11.3 System F

We briefly look at System F [Rey74] which is an important polymorphic
lambda calculus. The general idea underlying the notion of polymorphism is
to declare abstractions that can be used for di�erent types. Several forms
of polymorphism are discussed in Cardelli et al.’s seminal paper on type sys-
tems [CW85]. We are specifically concerned here with universal or parametric
polymorphism—this is when abstractions are parameterized in types. In Sys-
tem F , we have polymorphic functions such that arguments and results may
be of di�erent types. We refer to [Pie02, R/’17] for more detailed treatments
of System F .
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Online resources

YAS’ GitHub repository contains all code. 
YAS (Yet Another SLR (Software Language Repository)) 

http://www.softlang.org/yas 
See Haskell-based implementations of languages ULL and TLL.

The Software Languages Book 
http://www.softlang.org/book 

The book discusses also polymorphism.


